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Background Information
Robert C. Beck, B.E., DSc.

Bob Beck is widely known for his instrumentation of altered states in brain research, his development of
state-of-the-art medical electrostimulators, and his investigation of Tesla electromagnetics.

He has been a consultant to Sandia Corporation, The USN Office of Surface Weaponry on the subject of
E.L.F. detection, and was a Senior Staff Scientist at Eyring Research Institute. He was Acting Chief of
Radiological Defence, OCD, in Los Angeles from 1958 through 1963.

He has designed and built extremely sensitive magnetometers for the Navy. He has been a senior lecturer
in the graduate school, University of Southern California. In 1969, Bob founded the Monitor Electronics
Research Corporation and the Alpha-Metrics Company for the manufacturing of ethical EEG biofeedback
instruments.

As a university student, he designed and patented the low-voltage electronic flash (Strobe lights, 1946). He
owns several other patents involving electro-optical systems. He is currently investigating psycho-
physiology and electromedical modalities.

Bob served on the Board of Directors of the U.S. Psychotronics Association for seven years and was their
National President for three consecutive terms. He is co-chairman of the Los Angeles USPA and has been a
professional member of the Audio Engineering Society, the Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers, the Biological Photographers Association and other organisations.

In 1982, he developed the Brain Tuner. Research using the Brain Tuner is mentioned in Super-Learning
2000 by Sheila Ostrander & Lynn Schroeder, 1994 and in Mega Brain Power by Michael Hutchison, 1994.

Bob resides in the Los Angeles area where he is active in energy, wholistic medicine, and the effects of
electromagnetic energies on health and consciousness.

Dr. Beck is the recipient of international awards for Science and Electromedicine including: 1)
Unprecedented two time winner of the J.G. Gallimore award for scientific achievement from the U.S.
Psychotronics Association - the latest in 1998. 2) The John Fetzer Foundation pioneering award in 1990.

In addition, Bob has an extensive speaking background - health shows, Global Science conferences, the
Granada Forum, universities and colleges. He has been interviewed on several television and radio shows.


